We encounter metaphors every day, but only a few jump out on us and make us stumble. However, little effort has been devoted to investigating more novel metaphors in comparison to general metaphor detection efforts. We attribute this gap primarily to the lack of larger datasets that distinguish between conventionalized, i.e., very common, and novel metaphors. The goal of this paper is to alleviate this situation by introducing a crowdsourced novel metaphor annotation layer for an existing metaphor corpus. Further, we analyze our corpus and investigate correlations between novelty and features that are typically used in metaphor detection, such as concreteness ratings and more semantic features like the Potential for Metaphoricity. Finally, we present a baseline approach to assess novelty in metaphors based on our annotations.
Introduction
Metaphors have received considerable interest in NLP in recent years (see Shutova (2015) ). Research questions range from direct detection of metaphors in text (linguistic metaphors) to finding mappings between conceptual source and target domains (conceptual metaphors).
However, an important aspect of metaphorsnovelty-is often overlooked, or intentionally disregarded. Consider the metaphors (bold) in the following examples:
(1) We all live on tight budgets, but we still need to have some fun.
(2) They were beginning to attract a penumbra of gallery-goers, as though they were offering a guided tour.
The metaphor tight budgets in (1) is an often used collocation and therefore highly conventionalized.
While the basic senses of tight-e.g., being physically close together or firmly attached-conflict with the more abstract budget, the metaphoric use as meaning limited can be readily understood.
In contrast, the use of penumbra in (2) is more creative and novel. Its literal meaning is "an area covered by the outer part of a shadow." 1 Its metaphoric meaning is seldom encountered: Shadows follow objects that cast them, and especially penumbras can be perceived as having fuzzy outlines; attributes which are picked up by the metaphorical sense of a rather unspecified group of people following someone in differing vicinity. Common linguistic metaphor definitions used in NLP (Steen et al., 2010; Tsvetkov et al., 2014) do not differentiate between conventionalized and novel metaphors. Some even allow for auxiliary verbs and prepositions to be annotated as metaphors when they are not used in their original sense (e.g., the non-spatially used on in "She wrote a study on metaphors"). While such cases can be filtered out rather easily from any given corpus-e.g., by using POS tag and lemma filters-many conventionalized metaphors persist. Existing work avoids this problem partially by only annotating certain grammatical constructions, such as adjective-noun or verb-object relations Rei et al., 2017) . However, these too usually do not distinguish between conventionalized and novel metaphors.
Following Shutova (2015) , we deem the distinction between conventionalized and novel metaphors important, because the meaning of conventionalized metaphors can usually be found in dictionaries or other resources like WordNetnovel metaphors on the other hand pose a more difficult challenge. But the lack of resources incorporating this distinction leads to few researchers investigating novel metaphors, or the related measure of metaphoricity. They use small datasets that have been manually annotated by experts (Del Tredici and Bel, 2016) , or focus crowdsourcing studies on a small number of instances (Dunn, 2014) . It is only recently that any work has introduced larger-scale novel metaphor annotations (Parde and Nielsen, 2018) . In contrast to our approach, they collect annotations on a relation level (see also Section 2).
Annotating metaphors is not an easy task, due to the inherent ambiguity and subjectivity. Therefore, we investigate approaches for annotating novelty in metaphors, before closing the resource gap for token-based annotations by creating a layer of novelty scores.
Our contributions are the following:
(1) We augment an existing metaphor corpus by assessing metaphor novelty on a token level using crowdsourcing, enabling larger research on novel metaphors, (2) we analyze our corpus for correlation with features used for general metaphor detection or metaphoricity prediction, and (3) we show that a baseline approach based on features usually used for (binary) metaphor detection can be useful for distinguishing novel and conventionalized metaphors.
In Section 2, we first discuss annotation guidelines that have been used for existing datasets, as well as prior work on novel metaphor detection and crowdsourcing in NLP. This discussion is followed by Section 3, where we detail the base corpus and the crowdsourced creation of our annotation layer. In Section 4, we describe our baseline for detecting novel metaphors and its results. We conclude in Section 5 with a summary of our contributions, and an outlook of what our newly introduced layer of annotations can enable.
Related Work
Annotating metaphors is a difficult task, because there is no single definition that can be adhered to. Instead, different researchers formulate their own versions, which can vary quite substantially.
The Pragglejaz Group (2007) created influential metaphor annotation guidelines, the Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP). After reading a text, an annotator assesses each token as being used metaphorically or not; i.e., if the token has a more basic meaning that can be understood in comparison with the one it expresses in its current context. More basic is described as being:
• More concrete; what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, hear, feel, smell, and taste.
• Related to bodily action.
• More precise (as opposed to vague).
• Historically older.
They note that this basic meaning does not necessarily have to be the most frequent one. An extended version, MIPVU, was used to annotate parts of the British National Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007, BNC) , resulting in the VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus (Steen et al., 2010, VUAMC) . Shutova and Teufel (2010) adapt the MIP as a prerequisite to annotating source and target domains of metaphor-the metaphoric mapping-in parts of the BNC. Others use rather relaxed guidelines. Tsvetkov et al. (2014) rely on intuitive definitions by their annotators, not specifying metaphor more closely. They ask their annotators to mark words that "are used non-literally in the following sentences." Jang et al. (2015) provide a Wikipedia definition of metaphor to users in a crowdsourcing study. Subsequently, the users are tasked with annotating forum posts by deciding "whether the highlighted word is used metaphorically or literally."
A common trait of the listed works is that they do not distinguish between nuances of metaphoricity. Instead, they impose a binary scheme (metaphoric/literal) on the rather diffuse language phenomenon of metaphor. In contrast, Dunn (2014) introduces a scalar measurement of metaphoricity on a sentence level. He created a corpus of 60 genre-diverse sentences with varying levels of metaphoricity, which are rated in three crowdsourcing experiments: a binary selection, a ternary selection, and an ordering approach. The mean value for each sentence is then used as the metaphoricity value. Dunn (2014) uses this data to derive a computational measure of metaphoricity, which he then employs in an unsupervised system to label metaphoric sentences in the VUAMC. The evaluation, however, is only done on the binary labels provided therein.
In a similar direction, Del Tredici and Bel (2016) Metaphoricity (POM) of verbs. The POM describes the inherent potential of a verb to take on a metaphoric meaning, derived from its distributional behavior. They infer that low-POM verbs are only able to have low degrees of metaphoricity, thus can only evoke conventionalized metaphors. Therefore, they propose to exclude such low-POM verbs from novel metaphor detection systems. Haagsma and Bjerva (2016) use violations of selectional preferences (Wilks, 1978) to find novel metaphors. Selectional preferences describe which semantic classes a verb prefers as its direct object. Since they are often mined from large corpora and based on frequency, they argue that this feature is more suited for novel metaphor detection than for general detection of (also conventionalized) metaphors. They evaluate their approach on the VUAMC; however, they acknowledge that their usage of this corpus is not optimal because it contains many conventionalized metaphors. Parde and Nielsen (2018) create a corpus of novel metaphor annotations. For their crowdsourced annotation, they use a scale with four options. Unlike our approach, they annotate relations between words as novel or conventionalized. On the one hand, this is a sensible approach because generally the context of a word determines its metaphoricity (and indeed, its novelty in case of metaphoric use). On the other hand, such annotations lack the flexibility and ease of use of tokenbased annotations for which the context is not defined a priori.
We tackle the lack of data by annotating an existing corpus using crowdsourcing; i.e., by splitting up the task in many small chunks which different, non-expert annotators are instructed to complete. Crowdsourcing has been used for a variety of annotation tasks in NLP, often using different study designs. Snow et al. (2008) obtain good annotation results for five tasks with different setups: two tasks ask for numerical values (affect recognition, word similarity), two other tasks require a binary decision (textual entailment recognition, event ordering), and a final task provides three options for the annotators (word sense disambiguation). Sukhareva et al. (2016) utilize crowdsourcing to annotate semantic frames. They design their task as a decision tree, with annotators moving down the tree when annotating. use crowdsourcing for metaphor and emotion annotation in order to investigate their correlation. They employ an ordering approach to annotation, and only consider verbs that already contain a metaphoric sense in WordNet. Kiritchenko and Mohammad (2016) obtain annotations for sentiment associations via crowdsourcing. They use Best-Worst Scaling (Louviere and Woodworth, 1990), an annotation approach which creates scores from ranking annotations.
Corpus
To obtain a corpus of novel metaphor annotations, we employ an existing metaphor corpus. This can potentially reduce ambiguity for annotators and allows us to focus on the creation of novelty scores. We use the VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus (Steen et al., 2010) as the base corpus for our novelty annotations due to its comparably large size and genre diversity. It is comprised of over 200,000 tokens from four genres: academic, fiction, and news texts, and conversation transcripts (Table 1) . Further, reusing existing annotations enables us to only query annotators for novelty of already annotated metaphors, instead of having them analyze every token.
Using crowdsourcing (Amazon Mechanical Turk), we first conduct a pilot study to choose among four different annotations methods. We then employ the best method to collect annotations and create an additional novelty score between 1 (novel) and −1 (conventionalized) for each token labeled as metaphor in the VUAMC. Note that non-content words like prepositions and auxiliary verbs (have, be, do) are filtered out beforehand. Our annotations/scores can be integrated into the original VUAMC resource. We make the annotations and scripts to embed them into the original corpus publicly available. 2
Pilot Study
Similar to Dunn (2014) , we consider multiple annotation approaches. We compare them in a pilot study using 210 metaphor tokens with their sentence context, randomly chosen from the fiction subcorpus. For the sake of a meaningful evaluation, we ensured that 25% of these metaphorically used tokens were novel metaphors. Before choosing one approach for the entire corpus, we compare the following four annotation approaches:
• binary annotation: crowd workers decide if a given metaphoric token is used in a novel or conventionalized way;
• scale annotation: crowd workers decide on the novelty of a given metaphoric token on a four-point scale, from very novel to very conventionalized;
• scale annotation (no metaphor): crowd workers decide on the "unusualness" of a given token in its context on a four-point scale, from I've never heard it before to I'm using it everyday; without giving information that the tokens represent metaphors;
• best-worst scaling: crowd workers pick the most novel and the most conventionalized metaphor from four samples.
Conceptually, the binary annotation should put the least cognitive load on the annotator, resulting in fast annotation times and efficient completion of the task. However, this method does not allow for nuances in annotation. Dunn (2014) counters this problem by assigning as the score the percentage of "metaphoric" labels for an instance. But this solution is only feasible for smaller datasets, as it requires many annotations per instance to yield nuanced scores. Comparison of the approaches investigated in the pilot study. Shown are inter-annotator agreement (Krippendorff's α, after mapping the scale annotations to binary labels), evaluation against our silver standard (F 1 ), and average completion time for an assignment (in case of binary, scale, and scale without metaphor this amounts to one decision, for BWS to two). Note that there is no IAA for the BWS approach because no two tuples are the same.
The next two approaches, scale annotation and scale annotation (no metaphor), try to mitigate this problem by introducing four options to choose from. We choose a scale of four instead of three options to force the annotators to indicate a preference, rather than allowing a "neutral" answer. The difference between both scale approaches is in the guideline descriptions; for the second scale approach (no metaphor), we remove any mention of metaphor, and instead use paraphrases (e.g., instead of "novel metaphor" we use "I have not seen it before"). Our motivation behind this rephrasing is that we want to avoid confusion especially with regards to very conventionalized metaphors. By strictly asking for novelty of the expression/usage, we potentially simplify the task for the annotator.
The last approach uses best-worst scaling (BWS, see also Section 2). It has the advantage of not explicitly asking the annotator for a decision on a singular token/metaphor. Instead, they are asked to compare (four) different metaphors and select the most novel and the most conventionalized. A disadvantage is the higher workload for the annotator, since they have to read four sentences for one assignment.
In Table 2 , we give a short overview of interannotator agreement (Krippendorff's α), the average completion time of an assignment, and a comparison with our semi-automatically created silver standard (F 1 ). The latter is built by using the majority vote of all four methods; ties are resolved manually by looking into the individual an-notations. To obtain binary labels from the two scale approaches for majority voting, we map the two "more novel" options to novel, and the other two options to conventionalized. For the BWS approach, we first average the number of novel metaphors from the other three methods. From a sorted, decreasing list of BWS scores we then mark this many metaphors as novel. We compare against our own annotations as a sanity check.
Regarding completion time, we observe that the scale method is the fastest by a wide margin. This discrepancy is somewhat surprising, as the scale method introduces two more options to consider compared to the binary method. Apparently, these additional, intermediate options make it easier for annotators to come to a decision, especially for edge cases. On the other hand, scale without metaphors takes twice as long as the scale method. The latter only differs from the former in its inclusion of metaphor in the task description and the labels, which we thus interpret as creating a setting for the annotators where they may expect to have some kind of intuition about the task, and thus are more confident (and faster) in completing. Given the long completion time in conjunction with the lower F 1 score and the very low IAA, it seems clear that omitting the metaphor information and using a more colloquial task description make the scale annotation (no metaphor) by far the most difficult for workers to complete, resulting in the least usable annotations. While best-worst scaling is time consuming as well, it yields the best results with regards to the silver standard (F 1 = 0.84) by a large margin. We thus choose BWS for annotating the full corpus. Further details on the pilot study can be found in Wieland (2018) .
Corpus Creation
We design our guidelines (see Appendix A) to be simple, but include redundancy in the description to address frequent misunderstandings and ambiguities. We also explicitly mention idioms and unrecognizable metaphors as cases of conventionalized metaphors, because these were sources of confusion in our pilot study. Unrecognizable here means that a word is used in an established, commonly understood-but not the most concretesense; e.g., hard in "She fought hard." Additionally, the annotators are provided with example metaphors of differing novelty.
After filtering out prepositions and auxiliary verbs (have, be, do) using the POS tags supplied by the VUAMC, we collect annotations covering 15,180 metaphors in total (Table 1) . We only include workers located in the US. For creation of the best-worst scaling tuples, and for aggregation of the annotations, we use the scripts provided by Kiritchenko and Mohammad (2016) . 3 We use a best-worst scaling factor of 1.5 and four items per tuple. Thus, each metaphor appears in six different best-worst scaling comparisons. This results in 22,770 best-worst scaling items to be annotated.
Analysis
Overall statistics about our created annotations are shown in Before we conduct a more in-depth analysis of the annotated metaphors, we show some examples. In Table 3 , we list four novel and four conventionalized metaphors (as annotated). A good example for a novel metaphor is the description of "words [...] as a coat-hanger" in Table 3 (3) . This usage cannot be found in dictionaries, and clearly constitutes creative language use. In contrast, the meaning to experience something bad of to go through [a situation] (ibid., (7)), or the sense to do/conduct of to get [something] done (ibid., (5)), are strongly conventionalized, as indicated by their inclusion in dictionaries. 4 We also group the tokens by lemma to examine if certain words are more likely to be used in a novel metaphoric way. Inspecting the mean no score metaphor in context 0.735 Allan Ahlberg says: 'In the past, a lot of children's books seemed to be the work of talented illustrators whose pictures looked brilliant framed in a gallery, but when you tried to read the book, there was nothing there, because the words started as a coat-hanger to hang pictures on.' (4) 0.727 thus one can and must say ... that each fight is the singularisation of all the circumstances of the social whole in movement and that by this singularisation, it incarnates the enveloping totalization which the historical process is.
(5) −0.765 If the complaint is proved, a nuisance order is made requiring the defendant to get the necessary work done. (6) −0.765 Apart from some dark patches on the wall that he hadn't noticed before, there was nothing to see. (7) −0.774 In relation to the sentence stem 'A girl and her mother ...', girls often produce responses like 'often go through a bad patch for a year but once they learn to understand each other, become the best of friends' or 'can help each other with their problems'. (8) −0.871 The analyst is then forced on the defensive, explaining why new features can not be included because they are technically difficult or prohibitively expensive. Further, we investigate how novelty is distributed over the different subcorpora (also see Table 1 ). Somewhat expectedly, the metaphors used in the academic subcorpus are mostly conventionalized (1.9% novel metaphors). A larger percentage of novel metaphors can be found in the news (2.8%) and fiction (3.0%) subcorpora. The conversation subcorpus shows the least amount of novel metaphors (1.3%), which we interpret as natural-more novel metaphors require some amount of creativity to create, which is arguably easier in writing. We also show the distribution of novel metaphors across POS tags (Table 4) . It is striking that the verbs are least represented among the novel metaphors, especially compared to their overall metaphoric occurrence. In contrast, adjectives/adverbs and nouns are more likely to be used in a novel way. Correlation with Token Frequency We compare how the token frequency is related to novelty. Intuitively, words that are seldom used should show a higher (average) novelty. In turn, we expect often used words to exhibit a wider range of (already conventionalized) senses, thus having lower (average) novelty. We obtain token frequencies from a Wikipedia dump, and correlate them with the mean novelty scores from our annotations (disregarding part-of-speech tags). The relation in terms of Spearman's rank correlation is ρ = −0.60, which indicates a moderate anticorrelation. This can also be observed in Figure 1 : while high frequency seems to hint at conventionalized metaphors, low frequency is not necessarily Since we use the automatically created POS tags from the VUAMC to filter out non-content tokens, this can include erroneously tagged tokens. For an improved overview, we manually filtered out the five most frequent, incorrectly tagged tokens from this plot (to, as, on, that, and this).
POS
an indication of novelty of metaphoric use. Two prominent exceptions are the tokens national and united (Figure 1, upper right) . While they show comparatively high novelty (both labeled as metaphorical only once in the VUAMC), they appear surprisingly often in Wikipedia. Another artifact of using Wikipedia as the background corpus can be seen on the left: try is only annotated as metaphoric in infinitive-compounds that are decidedly conventionalized (e.g., "trying to look"), yet it appears comparatively seldom in Wikipedia. However, we chose to use Wikipedia instead of the BNC in order to have an out-ofdomain comparison with a more contemporary, larger background corpus.
Correlation with Concreteness The use of concreteness as a feature in automatic metaphor detection grounds in the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) . In short, metaphors are modeled as cognitive mappings between an often concrete source domain, and a usually more abstract target domain. For example, in "He shot down my arguments," the more concrete domain of ARMED CONFLICT (shot) is mapped to the rather abstract domain DISCUSSION (argument) .
To analyze the relation between novelty and concreteness, we first extend the concreteness list by Brysbaert et al. (2014) using a technique similar to Mohler et al. (2014) . For a given token t, we extract 20 approximate nearest neighbors nn(t) from Google News Embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) using Annoy. 5 The concreteness value for t is then computed by averaging its neighbors' concreteness values from the concreteness list.
Subsequently, we calculate the correlation between the average novelty and the concreteness of the lemmas. Both Pearson correlation (r = 0.04) and Spearman's rank correlation (ρ = 0.03) are close to zero and indicate no correlation (Figure 2) . Thus, while concreteness has been shown to work well as a feature to distinguish between literal and non-literal language in general (Beigman Klebanov et al., 2014; Tsvetkov et al., 2014) , it does not seem useful for discerning between novel and conventionalized metaphoric usage in particular. For example, the rather abstract now (1.48) and the very concrete people (4.82) are assigned similarly low novelty scores. On the other hand, justice has a quite high novelty score (0.65), while also being as abstract as now. One reason for this non-correlation between concreteness and novelty might be that the automatic induction of concreteness ratings introduces too much noise. However, an experiment where we only use tokens occurring in the manually composed list (Brysbaert et al., 2014) shows similarly low correlation. This could be influenced by artifacts in the concrete- 2015), it exhibits some problems. For example, it shows high variance in the annotated concreteness scores for various non-concrete adjectives. But this does not explain the extent of the non-correlation. We thus believe that our results indeed indicate no relation between concreteness and metaphor novelty. And indeed, if a difference of concreteness between components of an expression hints at a metaphor, as is proposed by the conceptual metaphor theory, then it is plausible that it does not hint at novelty of the metaphoric expression at the same time. Consequently, we investigate a feature with more semantic capacity in the next subsection.
Correlation with POM The Potential for Metaphoricity (POM) of verbs was introduced by Del Tredici and Bel (2016) (Section 2). It denotes the a priori chance of a verb to occur in highly metaphoric contexts; in essence, it measures the contextual flexibility of a verb. Generally, very novel metaphors also display a high metaphoricity. Therefore, we expect that low-POM verbs (i.e., verbs that occur similarly often in many different contexts) exhibit a low novelty score on average and low variance, while high-POM verbs should show a higher average novelty score. The POM can be regarded as a variant of selectional preference strength, which measures how strongly a verb constrains its direct object in terms of semantic classes. As such, we forgo an analysis of selectional preference violations in favor of examining the POM. Hovy et al. (2013) generalize the notion of selectional preferences to other forms of grammatical relations. However, instead of generating scores, they use dependency trees in an SVM with tree kernels. The POM could be similarly generalized to all POS tags, e.g., by including head and dependent tokens as context.
We create the POM for all annotated verbs using the same procedure as Del Tredici and Bel (2016) . First, we extract the context (i.e., subject and object) for each occurrence of a verb from a large, parsed corpus (Wikipedia). To compute context vectors, the word embeddings (Levy and Goldberg, 2014 ) of subject and object are averaged (if only one of the two is available, the embedding for this token serves as the context). For each verb, the context vectors are then clustered using Birch clustering (Zhang et al., 1996) . Finally, the standard deviation between the sizes of the context clusters denotes the POM of the verb.
As with our previous experiments, we compute Spearman's rank correlation between the mean novelty scores of the verb lemmas and the corresponding POMs. We arrive at Spearman's ρ = 0.52, which indicates moderate correlation (Figure 3 ). Verbs like pique (POM: 0.218) and slit (0.134) are more often used in a novel metaphoric way, while low-POM verbs show and see (both: 0.01) are only used as conventional metaphors. Even though the correlation is only moderate, it supports the WordNet-based evaluation by Del Tredici and Bel (2016) , who found that high-POM verbs generally induced novel metaphoric sentences. Note that their POM values are higher because they optimize the clustering parameters, which we leave at the default setting.
Baseline
While the main focus of this work is the analysis of our new annotation layer, we also create a simple baseline regression system for predicting the novelty scores. We run the system using two configurations: first with only word embeddings as input, then augmented with frequency and POM scores.
System
We implement a single-layer BiLSTM for predicting the novelty score. As input, we use a padded 11-token window (five before, five after the token) of dependency-based word embeddings by Levy and Goldberg (2014) that we also employed for the POM computation. The BiLSTM layer has 50 dimensions and ReLu activation. Training is done in maximally 20 epochs, but can halt earlier due to early stopping on the development set. The data is split into training (50%), development (25%), and test set (25%). We only conduct experiments on verbs, so that we can compare the performance when including additional features.
Following our analysis of typically used features for metaphor detection in relation to novelty, we incorporate the relative frequency of a token into the model, to investigate if the substantial correlation observed in Section 3.3 has an impact on our regression experiments. Further, we include the POM, as it also showed a moderate correlation with novelty. Both additional features are concatenated with the respective word embeddings and the resulting vectors are fed to the BiLSTM.
Results
We evaluate our results using mean absolute error (MAE), and average it over 10 runs with different random seeds. Recall that the possible values lie between −1 and 1, leading to a possible MAE between 0 (best) and 2 (worst). The baseline results over different runs are stable, we show the regression plot for one configuration in Figure 4 .
The mean absolute error for the configuration using only the embeddings is MAE = 0.166. In contrast, we obtain MAE = 0.163 for the same configuration when we add the frequency and the POM features. Thus, while small, the latter model shows improvements over the word embedding baseline. As can be seen in the plot, there is still much room for improvement (e.g., we did not conduct extensive hyper-parameter optimization). The network makes errors both in underestimating ("they can be seen as riddled with holes") and overestimating novelty ("veins branching off it to form a network"). These errors are in many cases independent from POM and frequency features. Thus, while a better optimization (e.g., in the clustering step when creating the POM) might reduce estimation errors, we also need to consider further features for metaphor novelty estimation.
Conclusion
We presented a new layer of novelty scores for the VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus, created using crowdsourcing. To this end, we conducted a pilot study to choose an appropriate method for metaphor novelty annotation and found that best-worst scaling outperformed binary and scale methods. Our corpus analysis of typically used features for metaphor detection showed no correlation of novelty with concreteness. However, we found substantial correlation with frequency of tokens in a background corpus and with potential for metaphoricity, a context-based a priori metaphoricity measure. Further, we created a baseline to distinguish novel from conventionalized metaphors. For our approach, the latter two features could improve results only slightly, indicating a need for more sophisticated features.
Previous work in automatic metaphor processing has largely focused on general detection of linguistic and conceptual metaphors, mostly disregarding the subject of novelty. Our corpus enables new evaluation and training possibilities for detecting the latter. In future work, we want to develop more sophisticated methods to detect and distinguish novel metaphors. For example, we want to extend the notion of POM to nouns and adjectives, and investigate other a priori measures for metaphor novelty. Further, we want to jointly detect metaphors and score their novelty. Another interesting direction is to investigate the correlation between perceived novelty and the existence of dictionary definitions for metaphoric senses of a token or expression.
A Guidelines
This task is about metaphors. A metaphor is a figure of speech that describes one thing by mentioning another thing. You can divide metaphors into two types: conventional and novel ones. In the following texts some words are marked as metaphorical. You will be given four metaphors and your task is to decide which metaphor is the most conventional and which metaphor is the most novel. Conventional metaphors are metaphors which are often used in everyday language. In contrast novel metaphors which are usually not used in everyday language. Please check the instructions and examples below before starting with the HIT! Instructions and hints:
• Please read the whole context around the metaphors before deciding which metaphor is most novel or most conventional.
• You have to answer two questions per task:
The first question is which metaphor is most conventional. That means you have to select the metaphor which is the most common in everyday language.
The second question is which metaphor is the most novel. That means you have to select the metaphor that is the most uncommon in everyday language.
• Expressions that are so common that you cannot recognize them as a metaphor are candidates for the most conventional metaphor.
• Idioms are rather conventional metaphors.
• Each task is about four metaphors which are marked in red.
• The sentence which contain the metaphor are highlighted in bold letters.
• You have to fully complete all three tasks to get paid.
Examples:
1: "She gave him that idea."
2: "I see the point."
3: "Some books have to be tasted."
4: "Time flies."
• Answer: most conventional metaphor: gave (1); most novel metaphor: tasted (4).
• Explanation: "gave" is in the expression "to give someone an idea" so common that you can barely see the metaphor, that means it is extremely conventional. "to taste books" in contrast is a very uncommon use of the word "taste" and thus a novel metaphor. The other two metaphors are idioms which are conventional but not as conventional as "to give someone an idea.". B Example of a Best-Worst Scaling HIT Figure 6 : Example of a best-worst scaling HIT, where annotators were asked to choose the most novel and the most conventionalized metaphor among 4 instances.
